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Trip1
from   Lake Maggiore to Naples



for an unforgettable
�uggestions �ourney

Welcome to our world

We represent unique, extraordinary 
independent and privately-owned boutique 
hotels, villas and yachts in Italy. To promote 
the hotels we represent we take pride in 
creating travel suggestions and itineraries, 
where our local knowledge meets the needs 
and interests of travel advisors and clients.
Make this your very own tale of discovery 
along this unique peninsula, whether 
your primary concern is art, architecture, 
archaeology or even fine dining and 
shopping.

Our goal is to introduce travel advisors 
to new products and act as a primary 
resource for information and assistance 
ensuring they receive all the support 
they need in real time. Having a “sample 
itinerary” connecting the properties gives 
something more solid and potentially 
concrete to promote, rather than a mere 
collection of hotels. 

Extraordinary hotels, whose credo is 
painstaking attention to details, excellence 
throughout, and whose experience is one 
you will treasure at length. Light varying a 
thousand times in a day, sensational dawns 
and sunsets, ever-changing hues, the lull 
of the waves by the shore, a star-studded 
sky, savouring an outstanding meal: 
you will simply ask for more. 



Trip1
 Arrival in Milano

 day 1, day 2, day 3 / Lake Maggiore & Lake Orta

 day 4, day 5 / Piedmont / Monferrato

 day 6, day 7 / Tuscany

 day 8, day 9, day 10 / Campania / Naples 

Season
  10 days, Lake Maggiore to Naples 

 from April to the end of October

  7 days, only Piedmont / Tuscany / Naples 

 all year round

To make the experience even richer, every itinerary 
can be designed by Italian DMCs to the last detail. 
Every visit, every lunch and dinner, every 
overnight stay and every transfer is 
carefully selected to be part of a story, 
your story. 

 10 days   from Lake Maggiore to Napoli

TORINO

MILANO

FIRENZE

ROMA

NAPOLI

laKe Maggiore 
  Isole Borromee Experiences / Stresa 
  New apartments on Isola Bella / Stresa
  Villa e Palazzo Aminta Hotel & Spa / Stresa

pieDMont 
 Nordelaia Boutique Hotel 

    / Cremolino

tuscany 
 Il Bottaccio Boutique Art Hotel 

    / Montignoso / Massa Carrara
caMpania

 Atelier Inés / Napoli 



day 1 / day 2 / day 3

Visit the exquisite Borromean Islands: like a fleet of fine vessels, they lie at anchor at the Golfo Borromeo, 

between Stresa and Verbania. Of the three visitable islands, Isola Bella is undoubtedly the most striking: 

the Borromean Palace is impressively baroque, displaying numerous artworks and amazing, majestic gardens. 

Isola Madre is home to another palazzo and a luxuriant, less formal garden, a triumph of colours in the blooming 

season. Further north on the west bank, late 19th c. Villa Taranto and its splendid grounds are among 

Lake Maggiore’s most imposing highlights: the Normandy-style villa was bought by a Scottish captain, 

Neil McEacharn, after spotting an advert in The Times in 1931. Some 20,000 plants were added over thirty years 

and the site is considered one of Europe’s finest botanic gardens. Parco Pallavicino gives you the chance to spend 

an unforgettable day among paths in bloom, centuries-old trees, a stunning botanic garden and numerous species 

of mammals and exotic birds.                                                               >>

VILLA TARANTO

ISOLE BORROMEE
       ISOLA MADRE, ISOLA BELLA,
 

STRESA
PARCO PALLAVICINO

ORTA 
SAN GIULIO

l a K e  M a g g i o r e

Think Belle Epoque and you are in for a treat: Lake Maggiore will spoil you with its immense 

and pristine blue waters, towering mountains rising proud from the water and its luxuriant vegetation.

Villa e Palazzo Aminta 
Hotel & Spa / Stresa

L A K E  M A G G I O R E

L A K E  O R T A



Deep blue waters, reticent beauty and an intriguing island: Lago d’Orta, known as “Cinderella” by the locals, 

epitomises charm and captivating tranquillity. About 23 km (30minutes) from Stresa (Lake Maggiore), this little gem 

sits in one of the most fascinating corners of northwest Italy. Quintessentially fairy tale Piedmont. 

The way mountains, weather and light are forever in counterpoint to the water itself is striking; whether it’s the 

enchanting autumn light or the crisp early spring mornings, this lake has an ace up its sleeve any time of the year. 

Overlooking the forest-lined banks of the shimmering lake, Orta San Giulio is a romantic little village where 

narrow cobbled streets run between pastel-washed houses and palaces with elaborate iron-wrought balconies. 

Built on the slopes of a steep hill, tourists fill its alleyways at weekends in the spring and summer months, 

while it gets quieter in the evenings. 294m above sea level, the village boasts a wonderful position. The 

view from its central Piazza Motta directly onto the lake and the 

Isola di San Giulio is simply breathtaking. The island of silence is, well and truly, more than a lovely 

definition: a small path runs along the island and it is called, in fact, the Way of Silence. 

The island hosts a convent, as well, where eighty nuns live.

Not to be missed 
Lake Maggiore:  Private visit and aperitif on Isola Bella • Helicopter flight to admire 

the Borromean Islands, the lakeshores and the marvels on the lake 

• Spring flowering • A visit to Pallavicino Villa and Park 

Lake Orta:  Legro, the painted village • Profumo di Orta. Let yourself be lulled by 

fresh and captivating essences • Enchanting vistas • The village of Pella

Buon appetito! 
Lake Maggiore:  Verbano Restaurant / Isola dei Pescatori

• Hostaria La Speranza / Solcio Lesa • Restaurant I Mori at Villa Aminta

Lake Orta:  Enjoy dinner or lunch at Villa Crespi    

• Aperitif Al Boeuc 

Food ectstatic 

• Alborelle fritte • Coregone • Paniscia • Tapulone

Wine
• Boca • Ghemme • Fara • Sizzano • Nebbiolo

>>



Villa e Palazzo Aminta Hotel & Spa, LHW and Virtuoso, is a supremely 

exclusive resort with 70 rooms and suites granting the finest view on 

the Borromean Islands in a triumph of Murano chandeliers, silk curtains, 

acres of velvet and gilt, mirroring Stresa’s Belle Époque. 

Villa e Palazzo Aminta Hotel & Spa / 3 nights

The

& Spa
�eauty

V i l l a  e  p a l a z z o  a M i n t a  h o t e l  &  s p a



day 4 / day 5
Piedmont. At the foot of the mountains. This is the place where a realm of unexpected 

surprises unwinds in front of your eyes. Northwestern Italy may well have been off 

most people’s radars in the past, but the spell has now been cast. With the Langhe, 

Roero and Monferrato UNESCO sites since 2014, this staggering region provides a 

soul-stirring journey that will conquer your hearts Autumn is the ideal time to visit, 

auburn and gold abounding and blessing the painterly landscapes.  

It’s high time you hit the road. Alba, the main town in the Langhe region, once known 

as the city of a hundred towers, still preserves the beautiful medieval city centre. 

Head to Barolo, where the world-famous wine is produced, and admire the castle, 

once home to Italian writer and patriot Silvio Pellico.                            >>

CASALE MONFERRATO

ACqUI TERME  
CANELLI

ALBA

BAROLO

ASTI

p i e D M o n t  /  M O N F E R R A T O

Elegant and rich in precious history, Piedmont is a triumph of diversity, 

its landscapes encompassing high mountain peaks, superb lakes and harmonious hills 

where vineyards colour the scenery. 

Nordelaia Boutique Hotel / Cremolino



                Not to be missed 
• Truffle hunting • Bra International Cheese Fair (Oct) • Alba International White 

Truffles Fair (Oct-Nov) • La Via del Dolcetto, by Ovada, goes along lovely vineyards 
• E-bike or vespa along the vineyards • Brunate Chapel in La Morra, redecorated 

by David Tremlett and Sol LeWitt • Antique market in Ovada • Castagnole 
Monferrato hosts the biggest sundial • Cooking Class at Nordelaia

Buon appetito! 
• Piazza Duomo    / Alba • I Caffi , Trattoria Parisio / Acqui Terme  

• Archivolto Osteria Nostrale / Ovada • Wine tasting at Enoteca Regionale / 
Ovada • Enoteca Regionale in Aqui Terme for Brachetto tasting 

• Bistrot and Orto at Nordelaia

Food ectstatic 
• Battuta di fassona • Bollito • Raviolo del plin • Tajarin al tartufo 

• Piedmontese cheeses • Baci di dama • Bonet • Brut&Bon 
• Gianduiotti • Krumiri

Wine
• Barolo • Barbera • Dolcetto • Barbaresco • Brachetto 

• Grignolino • Spumante Moscato d’Asti • Gavi • Malvasia

Visit Canelli the capital of Italy’s most 

famous white sparkling wines. Canelli also 

boasts the Underground Cathedral, 

a network of more than 20 km of tufa, 

whose digging started in the 18th c.  

Go from one cantina to another, invariably leading 

to the Canelli and Artesana Enoteca (wine cellar). 

A thermal spa town since the Roman era,  

Aqui Terme is a very pleasant little town with the famous 

Piazza della Bollente, a 19th c. kiosk beneath which the Spa 

water rises at at temperature of 75 °C. Enjoy a visit 

of the castles in Cremolino, Rocca Grimalda, Tagliolo 

Monferrato and Trisobbio. In Casale Monferrato visit 

the baroque Sinagoga degli Argenti, a museum 

of Jewish art and history. 

>>



Nordelaia, 12 rooms ans suites, set within 

five hectares of arable land, is a destination 

where heritage, design, comfort and nature blend 

into an experience to enrich the soul and ease 

the mind. Uplifting, tranquil, inspiring. 

Welcome to Nordelaia. Take time to enjoy what’s 

important in life. Friends and loved ones. 

Amazing views. Time for yourself. A perfect night’s 

sleep. Delicious food. Being at one with nature.

Nordelaia / 2 nights

n o r D e l a i a

Piedmont flair
Sublime



day 6 / day 7
The beauty of this area in northwestern Tuscany is the juxtaposition of mountains 

and the sea, rolling hills and medieval towns. All this majestic scenery can be 

contemplated by the wild and remote Apuan Alps soaring high and well visible from 

the coast. Carrara is the largest source of marble in the world and the place where 

you can sense history happening. The marble blocks for the Pietà of Michelangelo 

(Saint Peter’s, Rome) comes from here. Head to Pietrasanta, also known as Little Athens, 

thanks to the concentration of artists who have decided to settle here. Among the best 

known in decades are Igor Mitoraj and Fernando Botero. Forte dei Marmi is an attractive 

resort where trendy shops and antiques fair, as well as music festivals, attract many 

visitors, who enjoy the beauty of the sea in a unique setting.                                         >>

t u s c a n y

Tuscany, the land of dreams. 

Come and discover a wealth of treasures, living history 

and a memorable artistic powerhouse.

FIRENZE

BOLGHERI

PISA

LUCCA

PIETRASANTA

CARRARA

FORTE DEI MARMI

  
Il Bottaccio 
Boutique Art Hotel 
/ Montignoso / Massa Carrara



Quaint, picturesque, scenic and pretty: Lucca has it all. 

Walk along fashionable Via Fillungo, with its series of trendy shops, 

before reaching sublime Piazza Anfiteatro, perhaps Tuscany’s loveliest 

square, named after an amphitheatre that stood here in Roman times. 

Pisa and its leaning tower are so famous that you may be tempted to 

glance at the Campo dei Miracoli and move on; you should, instead, 

visit the epic Camposanto, the cemetery that was sadly heavily bombed 

during WWII and bestows an air of serenity and calm in an otherwise 

busy corner of the city. The Baptistery and the 11th c. Duomo 

are worth a visit. Further south, Bolgheri is famous for its epic cypress 

avenue and for the production of delicious Sassicaia. 

                   Not to be missed 
• Private tour to Carrara marble quarries • Private tour to Cinque Terre • Wine tasting at Antinori 

and Ornelaia • A trip into Chiantishire • Enjoy a day in a Beach Club in Forte dei Marmi
• Visit Artistic Atelier in Pietrasanta • Puccini Festival • Lucca summer Festival

• Cooking class at Il Bottaccio with Chef Nino Mosca • Horse Trekking in the Apuanian Alps

Buon appetito! 
• Il Bottaccio / Montignoso • Filippo, Enoteca Marcucci, La Martinatica / Pietrasanta 

• Maitò, Lorenzo  / Forte dei Marmi

Food ectstatic 
• Lardo di colonnata • Ribollita • Fiorentina steak • Panigacci/Testaroli • Tordelli 

• Tagliarin con fagioli • Zuppa Viareggina • Castagnaccio • Cantucci • Torta di riso 
• Cecina (soft focaccia-style bread made with chickpea flour)  

Wine 
• Chianti Classico • Brunello di Montalcino • Rosso di Montalcino • Sassicaia

• Morellino di Scansano • Vin Santo • Tignanello • Solaia • Vermentino

>>



gardens
Hidden
i l  B o t t a c c i o

Il Bottaccio Relais & Chateaux 

with 8 rooms and suites is 

an exclusive boutique art hotel in 

Tuscany, dreamed of being a unique 

place where nature meets the most 

sophisticated luxury. 

Il Bottaccio is famous for 

its distinct personality and for 

providing a cosy and intimate 

vibe to guests, an environment 

that is both welcoming 

and relaxing.

Il Bottaccio / 2 nights



Few cities in the world inspire such fierce loyalty as Naples, 

a vibrant, fiery, noisy and proud city that captures with its honesty.

day 8 / day 9 / day 10
A thousand colours and a thousand cultures for this heady mix of ancient art and natural 

wonders, marble masterpieces, royal palaces and towering castles, seasoned with 

epicurean feasts that speak the language of audacity and fiery tastes. Be amazed at one of 

Italy’s best-kept archaeological museum and a seemingly real Veiled Christ statue in 

the Cappella di San Severo, then walk on the bay and admire the view onto the Vesuvius 

that captured the imagination of endless poets and artists.                       >>

NAPOLI

POMPEI

PAESTUM

CAPRI

ISCHIA

ERCOLANO

c a M p a n i a  /  N A P O L I 

Atelier Inés / Napoli 



Spend some time exploring the city’s artisan shops, for here lies 

the heart of this lively, bold and brazen city, founded by the Greeks, 

conquered by the Romans and then ruled by numerous countries, 

each one enriching its millennia-old history. 

Explore Naples’s subterranean world with its maze of eerie aqueducts 

and ancient streetscapes, then venture out to Pompeii, Paestum and 

Herculaneum for some proper time travel. 

Don’t forget to throw in a genuine pizza or two, for this is where the real 

deal was born.

                    Not to be missed 
• Explore the roads that enliven Naples • Be tempted to reach out to a marble statue • Visit the 

Naples Underground • Discover the Ipogei Ellenistici • Visit one of the world’s best-kept 
archaeological museums • Track the mystery of Pompeii and Herculaneum • Walk on the lungomare 

and visit the Parco Virgiliano • Visit the wonderful metropolitan station also known as Metro dell’Arte 
• San Gregorio armeno • Creating your own art piecesin an ad-hoc art workshop at Atelier Inés

Buon appetito! 
• Antica pizzeria da Michele • George Restaurant  • Trattoria San Ferdinando 

• Friggitoria Vomero • Concettina ai Tre Santi - Ciro Oliva Pizza gourmet • Pasticceria 
Poppella to taste il Fiocco di Neve  

Food ectstatic 
• Cuoppo di mare • Frittata di pasta • Pizza • Casatiello • Gnocchi alla sorrentina 

• Melanzane alla parmigiana • Struffoli • Babà

Wine 
• Aglianico • Greco di Tufo • Fiano di Avellino • Falanghina del Sannio

>>



In a city bustling with raw energy, stark ideologies 

and a unique buzz, you may think that getting 

to know what lies beneath noisy, bold and proud 

Naples is a tough affair. A multi-layered city where each 

quartiere holds a secret, there are nonetheless precious 

venues that reveal the soul of this unexpectedly 

elegant city: Atelier Inès Art & Suites with 6 rooms 

and suites is one such place.

Atelier Inès / 3 nights

a t e l i e r  i n è s

suites&arts



c a p r i  &  a M a l F i  c o a s t

s a r D i n i a

pa n t e l l e r i a

D o l o M i t e s  &  l a K e  g a r D a

Here you are with four suggestions off the beaten path. 

Welcome to the lands of dreams. 

trip 2  7 days / Dolomites & Lake Garda  

trip 3  3 days / mini cruise Capri & Amalfi Coast  

trip 4  4 days / Sardinia   

trip 5  3 days / Pantelleria  

Fancy continuing your trip?



MILANO

TORINO

VENEZIA

BOLZANO

NAPOLI

FIRENZE

CAGLIARI

ROMAsarDinia 
  L’Ea Bianca Luxury Resort & Villas / Baia Sardinia

  Su Gologone Experience Hotel / Oliena

laKe Maggiore
  Isole Borromee Experiences / Stresa 
  New apartaments on Isola Bella / Stresa

laKe garDa  
 Grand Hotel Fasano / Gardone

DoloMites
 Alpina Dolomites / Alpe di Siusi 
 Gardena Grödnerhof  / Ortisei / Val Gardena
 Ciasa Salares / San Cassiano / Alta Badia

pieDMont  
 Nordelaia Boutique Hotel / Cremolino

tuscany  
 Il Bottaccio Boutique Art Hotel / Montignoso / Massa Carrara

capri & costiera aMalFitana  
  Capri on Board  / Capri

Private yacht, transfers, 
daily excursions, mini cruises

caMpania 
 Atelier Inés / Napoli 

pantelleria  / Sicilia  
  Sikelia Luxury Retreat / Pantelleria

l u x u r y  a n D  B o u t i q u e  h o t e l s ,  V i l l a s  &  y a c h t s

Unique, extraordinary hotels 
where guests become friends and 
are enticed with the most astonishing 
experiences, family traditions are held 
in high regards and the natural world 
takes the leading role.



1° strada, 25   20090 Segrate (Milano)    Italy

mobile: +39 335 7079079    marketing@claudiadarin.it     www.claudiadarin.it
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